What is the PPF?

A ‘GO-TO’ facility for converting promising, commercially viable RE and EE project concepts into tangible bankable projects that can easily attract financing for implementation to build environmental and economic sustainability.

CCREEE’s Vision: Transforming the energy landscape into a climate resilient, sustainable and affordable sector; focused on improving the lives of the region’s people.
What support does the PPF provide?

- Supports both private and public sectors

Provision of TA and advisory services for project advancement towards practical investments

Match-making services through specialised investment and business promotion forum

Maintenance and expansion regional project pipeline to showcase economies of scale to attract funding sources

Cooperation with global, LAC and regional focused programmes initiatives and projects through cooperation agreements

Support to financial institutions to build capacity in sustainable energy projects and developing financial instruments to support them
What are the benefits?

**General:**
- Catalyses the linkages between sustainable energy projects and external sources of finance

**To Project Proponents:**
- Technical assistance and advisory support to advance your RE/EE project to bankability
- Increased desirability of projects to attract known sustainable energy financing
- Increased access to sustainable energy financing mechanisms
- Matchmaking with project investors or financers
The PPF Business Process

1. Origination
   - Awareness Creation
   - Outreach
   - Reception of Applications

2. Selection of Projects
   - Eligibility
   - Evaluation
   - Induction into the PPF

3. PPF services to projects
   - Advisory Services
   - Targeted TA

4. Promotion of Projects
   - PPF Prospectus
   - Project Teasers
   - Matchmaking
What services are offered?

**To project developers:**
- Business plan refinement
- Project financial modelling and documentation
- Equity offer terms
- Financier introduction
- Technical validation and technical feasibility
- Environmental and social validation

**To project investors and financers:**
- Exhibition of PPF pipeline projects
- Origination
- Financier networking
- Deal flow management
- Due diligence facilitation
PPF Eligibility

POWER GENERATION AND E SERVICE SOLUTIONS
- Renewable Energy
- Hybrid systems with a reasonable share of RE generation capacity

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
- Audits and energy management programmes
- Implementation and/or operation of EE solutions
- Demand side management programmes
- Energy Service Solution projects

NEXUS APPLICATIONS
- Water
- Food & Agriculture
- Productive use of Clean Energy
- Health
- eMobility
- Gender

PROJECT TYPE
- Greenfield
- Brownfield
- Scale-up

Project location:
At what stage should your project be?

**Qualifying projects should show:**
- Economic viability or potential to achieve economic viability
- Technical viability or potential for technical viability

**Applicant typology:**
- Private Sector developers, project owners or integrators NGOs
- Private sector component of a PPP
- Mixed capital companies (public/private)
Thank You